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Intelligent Manufacturing Solutions, LLC. (IMS) Installs AssureTM X-ray
Component Counter from DAGE at its Manchester, NH Operation
Manchester, New Hampshire (January 6, 2021) — Intelligent Manufacturing Solutions, LLC (IMS), the
leader in PCBA rapid prototype and on-demand electronics manufacturing, recently installed the
Assure™ X-ray Component Counter from DAGE, part of Nordson ELECTRONICS SOLUTIONS, at their
Manchester, NH location. More than a Printed Circuit-Board Assembly (PCBA) or Electronics
Manufacturing Services (EMS) provider, IMS is a partner committed to working smarter and faster — in
a way that puts customers first. The company focuses on
high-mix, low-volume production and specializes in rapidly
sourcing, assembling and testing short runs quickly,
efficiently, and cost-effectively.
The IMS business model is all about speed because, for its
customers, time to market (TTM) is critical. The IMS Rapid
Prototyping service model enables R&D engineers to
improve their design cycles and get product to market
much faster.
Kevin Morrisette, IMS CFO, said, “Over the past 15 years,
IMS has proactively invested in capital equipment to ensure
we are always on the cutting-edge of PCBA manufacturing
technology. It is in IMS’s DNA to be the absolute leader in
technology offerings for our blue-chip list of clients. The
most innovative companies require their EMS provider and
development partners to have the highest level of
technology capabilities. The DAGE Assure X-ray Counter
checks every box. “
Todd O’Neil, Business Development Manager, DAGE | X-ray component counting, stated: “Having
another machine locally near my office in New Hampshire is convenient. But what matters most is
having another satisfied customer taking full advantage of the simplicity of our Assure component
counters. IMS is a perfect example of how this machine can fit into any style of manufacturing. As Mr.
Morrisette mentioned, they believe in ‘working smarter and faster, in a way that puts their customers
first’. We feel the exact same way at DAGE, which is why we also focus on making our machines smart
and fast and putting customers first.”
Inventory knowledge is essential for modern industry. Whether a surface-mount technology (SMT)
manufacturer, supplier or broker, live assurance of correct inventory in the MRP system at all times
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minimizes stock, labor, errors and costs, ensuring customer confidence and trust. Keep your SMT lines
running.
Assure™ is the fastest, simplest and most reliable way to implement live component inventory
management into your organization. Intelligent, simple, fast, and trustworthy, Assure™ enables you to
increase productivity and minimize component shortage downtime.
For more information about DAGE, visit www.nordsondage.com.
Intelligent Manufacturing Solutions, LLC
Intelligent Manufacturing Solutions (“IMS”) is a leading provider of electronics manufacturing services
with a unique specialization in quick-turn assembly of prototype, high-mix printed circuit boards, and
build-to-order assemblies for customers primarily located in the Northeastern United States. IMS
services a wide range of industries and assists customers with new product prototyping (with one, three,
and five-day service available) and production assembly, inspection, and testing. IMS is based in
Manchester, New Hampshire and was founded in 2005 to address a service gap in the market for highquality, rapid prototype assembly, and small lot printed circuit board assembly.

For more information about IMS, visit: www.imscorp-us.com

Introducing Nordson ELECTRONICS SOLUTIONS
Nordson ELECTRONICS SOLUTIONS offers its customers a robust product portfolio, including precision
fluid dispensing, plasma surface treatment, selective soldering, and test and inspection capabilities.
Comprised of eight complementary Nordson Corporation product brands – ASYMTEK, DAGE, DIMA,
MARCH, MATRIX, SELECT, SONOSCAN and YESTECH – Nordson ELECTRONICS SOLUTIONS is uniquely
positioned to serve its customers with best-in-class precision technologies, passionate sales and support
teams, global reach, and unmatched consultative applications expertise.

About DAGE
Headquartered in Aylesbury, UK, DAGE manufactures and supports a complete range of award-winning
digital X-ray inspection systems and bond test equipment for the printed circuit board assembly and
semiconductor industries. For more information, visit www.nordsondage.com.
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